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Miller Ingenuity to Supply John Burns Construction Company with ZoneGuard RWP System
The safety system will be used to protect work crews at their Chicago headquarters.
Winona, MN – Miller Ingenuity has been selected to supply their ZoneGuard roadway worker protection
system to the John Burns Construction Company (JBCC) located in Chicago, Illinois. The purchase of the safety
system will support JBCC’s core value of protecting the wellbeing of its employees by achieving and
maintaining a safe workplace.
After experiencing several near misses from trains entering their active work zones at high rates of speed,
JBCC purchased ZoneGuard portable kits to provide their employees with a secondary layer of protection
while performing work on the rails. The kit includes train detection and alert modules that incorporates
Miller’s unique patented train detection technologies that provide users with consistent and accurate alerts
through the kit’s wearable devices. The lightweight and portable solution will give JBCC employees flexibility
and a safer and more productive working environment.
“It’s becoming more apparent that additional safety measures are needed to protect our railway workers,”
said Kevin Smith, SVP Global Sales & Marketing, Miller Ingenuity. “The industry’s current safety rules just
aren’t enough. We applaud the John Burns Construction Company for proactively engaging with us to provide
their employees with a product that fits their core values and creates a robust safety solution.”
ABOUT MILLER
Miller Ingenuity, a manufacturing company based in Winona, MN, is a global supplier of lifesaving, hightechnology safety systems and services that surpass rail-safety standards. For 75 years, the organization has
demonstrated the ability to conceptualize, design, produce and deliver railroad parts that meet the current
and emerging needs of the industry. For more information, visit milleringenuity.com.
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